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PERTURBATIONS OF SEMI-FREDHOLM OPERATORS BY OPERATORS CONVERGING TO ZERO COMPACTLY SEYMOUR GOLDBERG
ABSTRACT.
Let \K | be a sequence of bounded linear operators mapping a Banach space X into a Banach space such that K -0 strongly and \K x j is relatively compact for every bounded sequence \x \ C X; e.g., ||>v || -0. Given T a semi-Fredholm operator, it is shown that for all sufficiently large 22, T + K has nullity and deficiency not exceeding that of T while the index of T + K equals that of T. Properties of the minimum modulus of T + K are also given. (1) K x -> 0 for all x e X; 72 (2) \K x i is relatively compact for every bounded sequence \x \ C X.
Clearly, \\K || -» 0 implies K -> 0. If (J K S is relatively compact, where S is the 1-ball in X, then (2) is satisfied. Since !x } is bounded, I K x \ is totally bounded which, together with the observation that y v -> 0 for all v £ Y, implies that \y K"x"\ converges to zero. Therefore (*) cannot hold since (T + K )y -> 0.
The above argument also shows that T + K is 1 -1 on W° fot all sufficiently large n; otherwise a sequence !y \ with the above properties would obviously exist which leads to a contradiction. Theorem 1. Suppose a(T) < <x>. There exists a p such that:
(1) T + Kn has a closed range and a(T + K ) < a(T), n > p. 
